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Student group's future
stays open to question
By Steve Shoup
PORTALES- Student governments from the University of New
Mexico and New Mexico State University werr allowed to rejoin the
Associated Students of New Mexico
Saturday, but the future of the organization remains uncertain after a
lengthy fight over a proposed constitution.
The student presidents from four
universities who made up the
ASNM Executive Council unanimously voted to re-admit the two
largest state universities. The vote
was followed by lively debate that
afternoon on the issues that led to
UNM's and NMSU's secessions last
year.
Former ASUNM President Dan
Serrano withdrew from ASNM last
June because then ASNM-Director
David Castillo of Western New
Mexico University was also the student voting member of the state
Board of Educational Finance,
which Serrano called "a conflict of
interest."
Voting student membership on
the BEF is rotated among student
body presidents of state universities
on a schedule set by the state legislature in 1983. WNMU held the first
position and the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology will
fill the position for the 1984-85
academic year.
One method discussed by the
The Olympic Torch Is rei•Yed throu11h New Mexico on Its w•y to the 1SIU G•mes In Los council to prevent a person from
Angeles.
holding both the BEF position and
,the directorship was to automatically award the top position to the
school which had held the BEF the

No day-care funding for grads

By Kristie Jones
Recent state funding cutbacks in
day care have left aU students who
have a bachelor's degree ineligible
for child care Title XX funding and
have ended the eligibility of half the
students in the University of New
Mexico Child Care Co-op, said
George O'Neil, director of the coop.
The changes, made June II, have
eliminated nine of 18 parents from
the UNM program, O'Neil said.
O'Neil said he did not know how
many UNM graduate students the
cutbacks would affect outside of his
program, but estimated that the
number ..could be as high as one or
two hundred .
..When they made the decision to
cut graduate students, they were
thinking that graduate students hve
more money. That kind of thinking
could end all students from Title
XX," O'Neilsaid. "There is a kind
of petty jealousy here, because students are not the proud and noble
poor. but are in school to obtain an
education rather than g() ()n welfare!'
O'Neil said the problem is with
the definition of a graduate student.
'• Anyone with a baccalaureate degree is considered a graduate stu~
dent," he said. "If someone graduated with, for instance, a degree in
English and is now going back t()
study computer science, he or she is
automatically considered a graduate
student, ff he said. ''Unemployable
degrees are not taken into ct>nsidera·
tion.
''It could be serious," he con•
tinued. "They could cut out all students in January. The Legislature
may make a political football out of

the day-care issue to throw at the
governor and ignore the real issue of
women needing child care.''
O'Neil said the issue is "really a
women's issue. The legislators need
to be told how important child care
truly is."
The parents who will be cut from
the co-op program "are shocked.
They don't know what they're going
to do,,. O'Neil said.
Although undergraduate students
can receive Title XX funding, the
cutbacks have disqualified child
care for undergraduates married to
graduate students. However, technical-vocational students, such as
those attending the TechnicalVocational lnstitute, remain eligible
for the funding.

previous -academic year, but no final
action on the issue was taken. The
ASNM constitution currently stipulates that the president shall be
elected from the council.
Last October, the ASNMSU was
withdrawn from ASNM by thenPresident Lynie Provencio over
financial and organizational issues.
Provencio's successor, Gus Grace,
brought before the council several
constitutional amendments which
restructure the amount of dues member schools would pay and the number of votes each member would
have.
Under current procedures, each
school has been given one vote and
has paid dues based on the number of
students at their school. Grace and
other members of the NMSU delegation said that such a system was
unfair to the larger schools.
Smaller schools, such as New
Mexico Junior College and .New
Mexico Highlands, complained that
they would not be able to remain in
the organization if their dues were
· increased significantly.
A compromise proposal that
would make each school pay $150
per sememster and still have one
vote was approved by the group. But
after a short break, the body changed
the motion to have four voting delegates at each meeting and allow the

president of each school to carry
only one proxy vote if not enough
delegates auend.
Such a proposal seemed to upset
representatives from the smaller
schools who do not have enough of a
travel budget to send four delegates
continued on page 3

John Hooker, president of the
Graduate Student Association, is out
of town and could not be reached for
comment.
The Legislative Finance Committee meets today with Juan Vigil, Human Services Department secretary,
and Bob McNeill, Gov. Toney
Anaya's chief of staff, to determine
the cause of overspending on child
care,
The cuts are part of a series of
efforts to bring. HSD's day-care
spending back in line. A report presented to the LFC by Vigil in May
sht>wed the child-care program in
the red by more than $500,000, with
the deficit projected to reach
$900,000 by the end of the fiscal
year.

Darling is WNMU finalist
By Steve Shoup
David Darling, chairman of curriculum and instrucli()n in Univerity
ofNew Mexico's CollegeofEducation, is one of four finalists for presi~
dent of Western New Mexico Uni·
versity.
Darling visited the WNMU campus in Silver City last week, where
he was interviewed by a search com•
mittee made up of regents, faculty,
students and alumni.
Darling said he is ''both an insider
and an outsider'' at WNMU, having
earned two degrees there but having
been away for nearly 30 years. Dati•
ing earned a bachelor's degree from
WNMUin 1951 andamaster;sfrom
there in 1955. 8()th degrees are in
elementary education.
Darling said it was "hard to say"

whether his previous association
with WNMU would be an advantage
in getting the job of president, which
currently pays $60,000 a year.
Darling and John Butler, vice
president for academic affairs at
WNMU. are the finalists from New
Mexico. The other finalists are
Robert Segura, assistant president
for academic affairs at Ca1ifornia
State University-Fresno, and Mer- '
vyn Cadwallader, vice chancellor at
the University of WisconsinPlatteville.
A new president is expected to be
selected from the finalists next
week, said Etoy Gonzales. WNMU
director of personnel. The new presJohn Samora
ident will succeed Robert Glennen.
Jo•nn•
Nellis
smiles
with
IIIH
•s
the
Olympic
torch
carevan
who was appointed president of
in
front
of
her.
Ms.
Nellis
w•s
one
of
thous•nds
who
p•sses
Emporia State University in Emporturned
out
to
ur11•
on
the
runners.
ia. Kan .• earlier this year.
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Wire Report

Supreme Court

by United Press International

Guzman's appeal not heard

Jackson proposal rejected

House passes immigration· bill
WASHINGTON ~·The
by a five-vote margin,
approved Wednesday a historic
immigration bill that would grant
amnesty to millions of illegal
aliens in America but discourage
entry of others by penalizing em·
ployers who hire them.

Hou~a.

The long-debated bill was passed 216-211 shortly after the
House rejected a hotly contested
amendment by Rep. Bill McCollum, R-fla., to strip the legislation of its key amnesty provbion.
A cheer rose from the Ooor
when the cliflhanger vote was
announced.
Rep. Romano M<tzzoli, DKy .. the chief sponsor of the bill,
and other supporters said removal of amnesty would havl! kill!!d
the monumental mc.asure.
But the legislation now will go
to a House·Senate conference for
negotiation of differences between it and a Senate bill, which
passed 76-18 last year and is
backed by President Reagan.
As passed by the House, the
bill would grant legal residence
to aliens who entered .illegally before Jan. I, 1982, and impose
fines of up to $2,000 for each
illegal alien knowingly hired by

employers of four or more
workers.
Under an amendment by
House Democratic leader Jim
Wright of Texas, adopted 247170, the aliens would be granted
temporary residence for one year
and could apply for permanent
residence in their second year.
To gain permanent status, an
alien would have to meet certain
requirements -~including a
"minimal understanding of
ordinary English."
"W c' II take a look at it when it
goes to conference to see if more
can be done to bring it in line with
the Senate bill," White House
spokesman Peter Roussel said of
the House version.
The Senate-passed bill, sponsored by Sen. Alan Simpson, RWyo., would grant temporary rc·
sidence to aliens who entered be·
fore Jan. I, 1977, and temporary
residence to those who came later
but before Jan. I, 1980. Like the
House bill, it calls for employer
sanctions.
The number who would be
affected by a change in the
amnesty date is unknown, since
estimates of the illegal alien
population now in the country
vary widely - ranging from as

WASHINGTON - Jesse Jackson's call for an independent Palestinian state was rejected Wednesday
by delegates for Walter Mondale
and Gary Hart drafting a Democratic
Party platform,
The Democratic Platform Drafting Committee, controlled by Mandale's eight delegates to Hart's five
and Jackson's two, worked to complete a draft for submission anc:l
approval to the full 184-membcr
Democratic Platform Committee,
which meets Thursday through
Saturday.
The document states the party's
positions on major issues, its policies and new proposals on which the
presidential nominee and all Democratic candidates run.
Most votes have been by an 8-7
margin, with Hart and Jackson
forces opposing the Mondale group
on many issues.

low as two million to more than
I 0 million.
McCollum, in arguing for his
amendment, said it would make
the bill more fair to both citizens
and those in other countries
"waiting in line" toentertheUnited States as legal immigrants.
Amnesty, he said, would ''reward lawbreakers" and was
added ''to appease the Hispanic
community. "
McCollum said an • 'overwhelming majority" of Americans opposed amnesty, and called attention to a poll conducted
for Newsweek by The Gallup
Organization.
The magazine reported that of
751 adults pollec:l by telephone,
34 percent supported amnesty
and 55 percent said illegal aliens
should be arrested and deported.
But Rep. James Scheuer, DN.Y., said, "We're not poll takers. We're here to be legislators."
The bill was opposed by most
Hispanic members, blacks and
liberal Democrats, who contended employer sanctions would
lead to discrimination against
Spanish-speaking and foreignlooking job hunters. However,
they strongly supported amnesJY.

The UNM Testing Division
Announces

NTE

But the Jackson proposal for the
party to support lsrael as well as an
independent Palestinian state was
defeated 13-2, with only the two
Jackson delegates supporting its inclusion in the party's platform.
Mondale and Hart oppose any
consideration of negotiations with
the Palestinian Liberation Organization until the PLO recognizes the
state of lsrael and its right to exist.

By Steve Shoup

Jackson mac:le a surprise appearance at the committee and huddled
for about 30 minutes with his two
delegates. Afteward, he told reporters he had requested a meeting with
Mondale to work out their platform
differences.
Jackson was asked if there was a
problem with the c:lrafting of the party platform.
"And a solution," he replied
without elabcrating or commenting
further.
District of Columbia Congressional Delegate Walter Fauntroy,
Jackson's chief delegate on the
panel, said, ''We need a document
that speaks to the constiuency that
Jesse Jackson has energized."
Fauntroy said the .Jackson campaign might fight for inclusion of
their proposals in the platform at the
full platform committee or even at
the Democratic National Convention in San Francisco next month.
''We've spiced it up a bit," Fauntroy said of their ability to get some
Jackson language into the platform
draft. "We'll see whether we can
get more spice 'in it."
Jackson's campaign proposal to
reduce military spending by 20 percent a year was defeated by the drafting committee Tuesday and the
panel has yet to address his proposed
elimination of dual primaries.

\

Reagan warns against ,fast lane,
HARTFORD, Conn. - President Reagan, on the election-year warpath
against crime, drugs and drunken driving, warned students Wednesday to
stay out of the "fast lane'' that killed popular comedian John Belushi.
During a one-day campaign style trip to New Jersey and Connecticut the
president also charged that liberal Democrats in Congress, •'out of touch with
reality'' and ''out of touch with the American people,'' are blocking passage
of legislation he backs to intensify the war on crime.
Praising a "public outcry against leniency" of the past, Reagan took credit
for a sharp drop in violent crime and challenged his critics to defend their
views in the heat of an election year.
Recalling his own days in Hollywood, Reagan told students at the River
Dell High School: "Don't fall fortheiine that drug usc is daring and fun and
fearless. It's flirting with addiction, flirting with sickness and the waste of a
life."

Summer Testing
A Few Extra Tests Have ·Become
Available for the

CORE BATTERY
JUNE 30
Candidates who missed the June 8 registration deadline
should sign up in room 2, University College Building at 7
a.m. on the day of the test (June 30) on a first come, first
served basis. Total cost is $45 (make check or money order
payable to NTE)
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$70 PLUS
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PER MONTH
YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALE BLVD S.E.

•

• . As A Plasma Donor, You Can Earn $70.00 Or More Per
Month. Your Plasma Is Vitally Needed For The Production Of
•• Many Ufe Sllving Vaccines. Help Save Uves And Supplement
Your Income. Call 266-5729 Or Apply In Person. IIRING
•
THIS AD FOR A S5.00 IIONUS ON YOUR FIRST DONA•
noN ONLY, PLUS RECEIVE A $20.00 NAUTIWI GIFT
•
CERTIFICATE AT CARUILE'S SUPIR CENTER. You
Must Se A Local Resident & Have A Valid Picture l.D.

e

Testing Division
University College Building
Room2

277-5345

•
•
•

:

Offer Expires July 13, 1114
One Coupon Per Donor & Not Valid With.Other Coupons.
New Donors Accepted Mon.-Fri., 12:30·3:30.
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YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALE BLVD. S.E.

•
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$1.00 COUPON
Parents Of One Of The Baby Tigers At The RIO
GRANDE ZOO. Bring This Coupon On Your First Donation
And Help Us Feed This Baby Tiger.
Expires July 13, 1114
We Are

:
:

e
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An Albuquerque attorney says he
will continue the appeals process for
a man sentenced to death for killing a
University of New Mexico student.
Joseph Fine said Wednesday that
in response to the U.S. Supreme

BEF is likely
to approve
budget rise
By Eric Maddy

Samqra

Cindy Rupert decorates the face of Juline Barol during last
Sunday's Fathers Day festival held in Hyder Park. The event
was the first of a series sponsored by Albuquerque's Arts in
the Parks program.

KNME- TV wants money,
APS funding is doubtful
By Steve Shoup

guide and seek more advertising for
it!

While the KNME-TV board of
directors recently voted to urge
Albuquerque Public Schools to rcconsider the withdrawal of it~ share
of the KNME budget, the public
television station is making plans in
the event APS support ceases.
The KNME board voted Thursday to have general manager Jon
Cooper make recommendations on a
number of revenue-generating and
cost-cutting proposals that would
help make up for the loss of
$156,000 in APS money. Those
proposals include:
.
• seck an emergency appropna·
tion from the state government of up
to $136,000.
• increase direct-mail requests in
hopes of raising an additional
$2 000
~·see~ larger donations from new
sources:
• cut purchases of new cqpip·
ment and supplies, and delay remodeling;
• reduce the monthly program

• cut broadcast hours and locallyproduced programs,
University of New Mexico Vice
President Marvin "Swede" Johnson, chairman of the KNME board.
said cuts in broadcast time and local
programs. including "The lllustratcd Daily," would be the last
money-saving option the board
would consider.
The board received a number of
letters from peoplein favor of saving
"The lllustratcd Daily," including
U.S. senators Pete Domenici and
Jeff Bingaman, state Attorney
General Paul Bardackc. state Rep.
Bob Hawk and a number of private
citizens.
The board seemed divided on
whether APS might change their
current position and include some
money to fund the station. ''I'm getting a feeling they'll be willing to
take a look at it again," said board
member Maureen Luna.
The APS budget will be finalized
in August.

In Las Cruces, the state Board of
Educational Finance is expected to
approve a budget of more than $350
million for the University of New
Mexico and its branch colleges
today.
Ted Martinez, the executive
secretary of the BEF, said Wednesday he expects the board will have
"no problems" with the budgets
presented by 13 higher education .institutions.
"We've worked closely with the
institutions, so that if there were any
problems, we worked them out,"
Martinez said.
The proposed UNM budget is for
$351,391,163, a 14.2 percent increase over the $307,693,809
budget being used this year. The
actual "current fund" budget for all
UNM branches increased approximately 9.9 percent, said budget
director Jim Wiegman.
The board is also scheduled to
approve capital outlay projects, including a running track and revision
ofJohnson Gymnasium on the UNM
campus.
The board is down to eight members with the resignation of Nelson
Tydings, effective May 18, the day
after the last BI;:F meeting. Tydings,
who had served as chairman of the
BEP for the past year, said that he
stepped down because "I was beat·
ing myself to death with all of the
travel and I'm getting too old for
that."
The presence of seven voting
members is required for the board to
have a quorum, but Martinez said
his office had been in touch with the
remaining eight board members,
who confirmed that they would be
present.
Bob Gold, a spokesman for Gov.
Toney Anaya, said Tuesday that no
appointments to fill the three vacancies had been made. Anaya left on an
overseas economic development
tour Wednesday.

•
•
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••

ASNM-'-

continued from page 7
to each meeting. Proponents of the
measure said that the increased voting power would encourage students
to participate in the organization.
Immediate dissolution of the
organization and rechartering at a
July 14 meeting at UNM was dbcusscd as way of cutting through the
constitutional confusion, but that action was not taken wh.:n the point
was raised that the student fees
which fund ASNM arc considered
state monies and di~solution of :1
state-funded group would be illegal.
At one point the J.!ouncil elected
officers for the 1984-85 year but later suspended those election~ because of the probable major constitutional changes and repeated protests and abstentions by ASUNM
and ASNMSU.
The council is scheduled to meet
again at UNM July 14.
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Start wllh a new double·baked buttery

brown crust thai's crispy on the aut•Jdo
•ndJJght en thelntlde ~·.with an utn~
bed ol mozzarella baked right Jn,
Add a new chunky lomalo uuce bubbling
under layers <lf your fa'iotlte topping and
still more c;heese. You've got 1 new deep

Make plans to lry one todey. Exira deep
fllled ..to·the·brlm pan plzu. New from
Godfather's Pizza.

pan pizza second IQ none!

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

$1 •99

Reg. $2.59 Save .60

1830 Lomas NE 4000 Barbara Loop SE (Rio Rancho)
4700 Menaul NE 10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW 11200 Montgomery NE (In Eldorado Sq.)
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2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
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tify execution drugs. A federal Circuit Court of Appeals ordered a FDA
investigation, but the government
appealed to the Supreme Court.
Carl Shriner, the 20th man executed in the United States since the
Supreme Court repealed its ban on
capital punishment in 1976, died in
Florida's electric chair Wednesday.
Of the 20 executions, four have died
by lethal injection.

r r=:;:::=:==:::;:=r,-;----=============
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Court's recent denial <lf appeal for
Michael Anthony Guzman, he may
contest his client's death sentence in
state District Court. If that fails,
Fine said he will take the appeal to
federal District Court, federal Circuit Court or even back to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Guzman was sentenced to death
for the 1981 murder of Julie Ann
Jackson and a prison term of 37 V2
years on counts of abdu.ction,
assault, criminal sexual penetration
and kidnapping of Jackson and Colleen Bush, another UNM student.
Fine said he is not contesting Guzman's guilt or innocence but is instead arguing against the death
penalty.
If all further appeals are rejected,
Fine said he will ask the governor for
a commutation of the death sentence. Gov. Toney Anaya has repeatedly said he will allow no executions during his term and does not
expect to be confronted by the issue
because of the lengthy appeals process.
Guzman's appeal was one of five
death-sentence appeals rejected
without comment by the Supreme
Court Monday.
Meanwhile, the court this week
did agree to decide whether the
federal government must certify that
lethal injections used for executions
in New Mexico and I0 other states
are "safe and effective."
The lethal injection case stems
from a suit brought by Oklahoma
and Texas inmates demanding the
Food and Drug Administration ccr-
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Central and Huvanl (Across from UNM)
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Home of the Latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll
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New Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily

1

FREE French Fries
with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
a .55¢ savings
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Mysterious author

Enigmatic writer Kaiser's son 7

---Editorial---

By Dennis Pohlman
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A revolutionary plan:
it's called democracy
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The Democratic party is in the process of drafting a national plat·
form for this year's election. In theory, a platform is a way to let voters
know what a party's positions are on major issues and the direction it
would take this country in the future.
So far, the Democratic platform is very general. Rep. Geraldine
Ferraro, D-N.Y., who is head of the full platform committee, said
"What I'm hoping to do is stay away from writing legislation in the
platform. That's been our problem before, and I don't want it to be a
problem again." Obviously, being specific is considered a liability.
Considering all the hype that goes on during a political campaign,
making an informed decision about an individual candidate is very
difficult. Most candidates try to skirt the issues rather than confront
them. The Democratic party has the perfect opportunity- through
its platform- to explain in detail the reasons that Democratic candidates should be elected this year, but they are afraid to use it.
Why? Perhaps because having specific ideas down in writing
would allow the voters to hold the party responsible for these ideas,
programs or philosophies.
What a concept! Imagine what could happen if voters knew exactly
what they were getting by putting a certain party's candidates in
office.
Citizens would ;:~ctually be able to evaluate politicians according to
the promises outrined in the platform. A':ld, give them hell-;- or eve_n
worse- not re-elect them if the prom1ses were not fulfilled. Th1s
scheme reeks of "government by the people,"
Political parties claim to have differing philosophies and plans from
other partieo. However, they manage to hide this by writing general
platforms that focus on criticizing what the party in power has done.
That's taking the easy way out. The real challenge lies in coming up
with new solutions to society's problems and implementing those
solutions. If a party is not going to make the effort to explain what it
plans to do after the election, writing a platform is of little worth to
voters.

I

---Commentary
Anaya's interest in presidential search
may be more powerful than inquiring
By Fred McCaffrey
SANTA FE- Governor Anaya
says he's carefully trying to
avoid any impression that politics is involved in any search for
any university president.
He admits it's a very touchy
matter.
"If you so much as ask about
progress In the search," he says,
"you get criticized for interfering.
But if you don't ask, how are you
expected to know what's going
on?"
Anaya is such a consummate
and total politician that many
who know him well have trouble
believing he can entirely sepa-

~

Colle-ge Pcess. ServiC.e

rate himself from the matter.
FORMAL POSITION: It should
be noted right off the bat that the
Governor is an ex officio member of the board of regents of
every state-supported university. That fact, however, does not
give him the right to vote.

from New Mexico State indicated the Governor wanted
Gerald Thomas' successor there
to be a Hispanic female. The regents made their own choice,
and at least one of them offered
to resign as a result.
-Something very close to a
threat about the shortness of his
tenure was made to Bob
Methaney, president of Eastern,
who was in disfavor with the
fourth floor because of votes cast
by a Senator from his territory.

It should be futher noted that
members of such boards are a
highly special group. They are
named for a specified term in
office, and they cannot be removed by the Governor without
the trouble of a hearing before
the Supreme Court, in which it is
necessary to demonstrate that
there is good cause for their removal.
That latter fact would seem to
indicate that the people who
drafted our state constitution
didn't want people who have to
get themselves elected fooling
around with the way institutions
of higher education are run.
RUMORS: Would Anaya try to
get his hand into such matters
anyway? It's hard to say for sure,
but some things are verifiable:
-At the very least, somebody
close to the Governor appears to
be opposed to John Aragon, the
president of Highlands Universi·
ty .;_so much so that one regent,
after recently voting to extend
Aragon's contract for another
year, immediately resigned, to
save having totakeflackfrom the
capitol.
~Conversations with regents

All ofthose sound a little more
ominous than just "asking about
progress in the search," as the
Governor puts it.
POWER: It's not hard to understand that any governor would
probably prefer to have as top
person at any of our universities
somebody conscious of a debt of
gratitude to the man in Santa Fe.
It is widely speculated that if
Alex Mercure, for instance, or
Fred Harris were to be named
president at UNM, that would be
the case. Both are close to
Anaya, which might or might not
be helpful if either is seeking the
job.
Are governors all that interested in higher education?
Not necessarily.
They are interested in power,
however, and running what is
usually the biggest employer
and spender in the local area,
even by indirection, is a hoot to
those who are turned on by
power.
Since Governor Anaya is
clearly in that latter category, it's
not unfair to suggest he might
sometimes be tempted to do
more than make inquiries about
progress in such matters.

•
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A workman stands h1gh atop a cherry-picker while maskmg
the windows of Northrop Hall in preparation for sandblasting
and restuccoing.

Candidates snub LULAC
EL PASO, Texas (UPl)- PresLULAC, together with other Hisidential candidates from both parties
panic organizations in the United
have bypassed the annual national
States, is involved in a drive to regisconvention of the nation's oldest and
ter an additional million Hispanic
largest Hispanic membership orgavoters prior to November, he said.
nization, but members are planning
Obledo said the organization is
a snub or two of their own, the considering a series of "selective
national president said Wednesday.
boycolts" of major corporations
Mario Obledo of Sacramento, found to be insensitive to the needs
Calif., president of the League of of Hispanics.
United Latin American Citizens,
"We want to be part of the sucsaid members are still hoping Demo- cess story of this country,'' he said.
cratic presidential hopeful Walter "Yet there are very few Hispanics
Mondale will make a brief last- on the boards of directors of the 500
minute appearance at their 55th major corporations in America, and
annual convention in El Paso.
few Hispanics in management and
"I can't prejudge what the assem- decision-making positions."
bly of delegates will do,'' Obledo
Obledo said it is LULAC's posisaid, adding members will organize tion that hostilities in Central Amer"some type of boycott" of the Moo- ica should be negotiated, using the
dale campaign if the candidate does Contadora group as mediators. He
not address the more than 3,000 de· deplored the recent request by
legates who are expected lo attend Nicaraguan rebels for Soviet arms,
the national meeting.
when peace could have been
Reagan has indicated he will not achieved.
attend the convention, officials said.
During a press conference Obledo
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart and the said a recent proposal to have EnRev. Jesse Jackson have also sent glish declared the official language
regrets.
of the United States was a sign of
The convention opens Thursday "the insecurity of groups in the Unand will continue through Sunday ited States who do not understand
afternoon.
Hispanic people.''
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ican" on the day Germany declared
war on Great Britain.
How he did this is still unknown,
but the incident is the basis for the
theory that Marut was related to the
Kaiser. It is known that Marut performed in and directed a number of

What do Kaiser Wilhelm I, The
Treamre of the Sierra Madre ;md
the University of New Mexico Press
have in common?
Only B. Traven knows for sure.
Traven died in Mexico on March
continued on page 6
26, 1969, but practically nothing
else is certain about the life of one of
the 20th century's most popular and
secretive authors.
Over a period of 35 years, Traven
wrote 16 full-length novels and
numerous short stories which were
published in more than 500 editions
in 36 languages, and one of his
books, The Treasure of Sierra
Madre, was the basis for an
academy award-winning film.
Rudolfo A. Anaya, the awardwinning New Mexico author, wrote
a biography of Traven which was
published by the UNM Press. But
the scant information known about
Traven leads to more questions about the mysterious author than are
answered in the few works about
him.
Even 15 years after his death,
Traven rumors persist - that he
was the illegitimate son of Kaiser
Wilhelm of Germany: that he was a Humphrey Bogart, Tim Holt and Walter Huston discover a
communist agitator in post World dead body d~ring the movie The Treasure of the Sierra Madre.
(P,.,oto courtesy of The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, copyrWar I Munich, who exiled himself
ight
1979. University of Wisconsin Press.}
to Mexico; that he was an International Workers of the World organizer from Chicago; that he was really Jack London and that London had
faked his own death to escape pubicity, Some believe that he never really existed at all.
In any case, if Traven were alive
WOWA.RD
today, he would enjoy the confusion. He never sought publicity for
himself and refused to discuss his
background in detail with even the
closest friends. He always said his
works were more important than his
biography, What follows is a partial
account of the Traven legend.
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A Failed Revolution
In November of 1918, only four
days before the armistice that would
end the grim slaughter of World War
I was announced, a revolt broke out
in a German army barracks in
Munich and rapidly spread throughout the city. The revolutionists proclaimed the creation of a new nation,
the Bavarian Socialist Republic, and
formed a government based on the
Soviet model, with workers' councils and committees.
The new nation immediately
gained the support of a young, firebreathing newspaper editor named
Ret Marut, who published Der
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Ziege/brenner (the Brickbumer), a
leftist publication known for its
attacks on militarism, nationalism,
materialism and religious hypocrisy. Marut had been in Germany at
the beginning of the war and had
changed the nationality listed on his
passport from ''British'' to '' Amer-
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Writer------------------continuf)d from pagfJ 5
plays in Ocrmany, both before and
durin!' the war. and that the Kabcr
wa> a ran. The tlll:ory is that the
Kaisl.!r lathered an ilk•gitimt1tc son
by an English woman before his
marriage in I RH I. and arranged for
the b;~by to be born in the United

puhlishcrs to stop publication of his
books. The Nazis con11scatcd and
bumcd all copies of his books then
available and seized his life savings
which were then held in German
bank.>, leaving him virtually penniless. Was there a connection between Travcn and Marut'!

State~.

Thb tim(! frame is consistent with
the age of Marut in 1918 and close
enough to the age of Travcn when
that name first surfaced later.
Truvcn 's widow also stated that the
author believed he was the Kaiser's
son.
Whatever the tn1c identity of the
person called Ret Marut. it b known
that he was arrested when the Bavarian Socialist Republic crumbled in
May. 1919. The ringleaders of the
revolt were arreMed, fingered by an
army corporal-turned-informant
named Adolf Hitler. and executed,
as were one of every 10 men in his
r~gimcnt.

Marut was brought before fj military court, which decided in three
minutes whether the defendant
would be released or shot. Marut 's
passport and papers were confiscated, hut in the confusion of the
trial preceding his, he managed to
escape. Marut put out a few more
bsucs of his paper while on the run,
but after 1921 he was never heard
from again.
When the Nazis came to power in
1933, B. Travcn ordered his Berlin

Exile in Mexico
About 1924, there appeared in
Mexico a young author who called
himseli'Traven Torsvan, or some·
times Berick Traven Torsvan. AI
the time he had two manuscripts
ready for publication, The Death
Ship and The Treasure of Sierra
Madre. Travcn sent off the manuscritps to New York, where the were
rejected as "having no commercial
value whatsoever."
He tried Europe next, and was
successful, his books being among
the first published by a literary book
club. He was heralded as "a German
Jack London" and his works were
quickly accepted by European and
South American readers.
Traven refused, however, to meet
the public or to grant any interviews.
He also refused to submit any biographical data to his publishers or the
press, saying only that "my personal history would not be disappointing to readers, but it is my own
affair, which I want to keep to myself."
The young author wrote nine
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books in only live years, and gained
a reputation for his straight-forward,
first-person narratives filled with action, adventures and characters who
take up the causes of the downtrodden without seeking personal fame
or fortune.
Travcn said his books were based
on personal experience - and if
that's true, he led a truly remarkable
life. The main characters say things
that seem to relate to Travcn's life.
In The Death Ship, the ship's captain tells the main character, a
mysterious sailor, to have his papers
in order. The sailor replies, "l don't
need any papers - I know who I
am.''

In "The Night Visitor and Other
Stories, the main character is an exiled doctor who writes novels for his
own enjoyment and then destroys
them. "Fame and fortune," says the
character, ''is just a bunch of
bunk."
When some of Traven 's works
were published in the United States
beginning in 1934, the mystery surrounding him began to grow. Readers, critics and the press all wanted
to know the real identity of the sensational new author.
But Traven was adamant - his
publishers were not to reveal where
his manuscripts were sent from, or
even in what language they were
written in. Payment for his work was
sent to him through Swiss banks to
post office boxes in Mexico, and no
pictures of him or anything else
dealing with his life was released.
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
Jn 1947, American film director
John Huston decided to make a film
based on • 'The Treasure of Sierra
Madre" and wrote to Traven's publishers to make contact with the author. In time, Travcn agreed to meet
Huston in Tampico, but when Huston arrived, he met a man who said
he was Hal Croves, Travcn's literary
agent and friend.
Huston suspected all along that
Crovcs was really Traven, but in the
interests of producing the film, he
went along with the arrangement of
co-writing the screenplay with

Croves, and made him a consultant
to Warner Bros. for the filming.
The film, starring Humphrey
Bogart, Tim Holt and Walter Huston, was filmed in the rugged mountains of northern Mexico, and featured very strong performances by
Bogart as the psychopathic Dobbs
and by Huston as Howard, an old
prospector who could barely stand at
times but always had the strength to
look for gold just one more time.
Huston won an Oscar for his
acting, John Huston for directing,
and Huston and Croves won for best
screenplay - but Croves declined
to go to the awards, quietly pocketed
his consultant fees and vanished.
More of the Mystery
A reporter using a business card
given to Huston tracked Craves to
Acapulco, where he discovered a
man known to the locals as "El
Gringo'' Jiving in the back of a cafe.
The man matched descriptions of
Croves, so the reporter began bribing a -servant to intercept Croves'
mail, certain he would find a link
between Croves and Traven.
In time, a check arrived for "Berick Traven Torsvan" from a bank
in Switzerland. Confronted with this
evidence, Craves claimed Traven
was his cousin, and that the author
was in a sanitarium in the Swiss
Alps. Croves said he only collected
Traven 's mail. The next day, Croves
dissappearcd.
Traven's works remained popular
around the world, and though only a
few of his books were printed in the
United States, they sold relatively
well. From time to time, the publication of a new Traven book or short
story would renew interest in the author, but he continued to elude pursuit.
In 1960, the last of his stories was
published, and the President of

Ca·mpus Briefs

Mexico himself had to call a news
conference to deny that he or his
sister was Traven. The president
said that his sister was only Traven's
secretary - probably the only time
an elected official has had to publicly deny that he had a hidden identity.
In the mid-l960s a very old Hal
Croves did grant an interview which
raised more questions than it
answered. Croves spoke forTraven,
and said only that Traven wanted
only his works to stand the test of
time- that authors are not important, only the words are.
Travcn' s death was announced by
his wife in March, 1969. She confirmed that Travcn and Croves were
the same but only issued a few details about Traven. He was born in
Chicago in 1882, she said, and he
first appeared in Mexico in 1912.
She confirmed that Traven thought
he was the son of the Kaiser but gave
no proof that this was so. She stated
that Traven wrote in German, and
that his book~ were then translated
into English and Spanish for publication.
Traven' s works. are out of print in
most countries, including the United
States, but some copies remain.
Most of his works that have been
published in English are available
from Zimmerman Library, as are
several slim biographies, which
don't tell much about the author, but
ask some interesting questions.
A partial list of Traven's works
include: The Death Ship (1925); The
Cotton Pickers (1926); The Treasure
of Sierra Madre ( 1927); The Bridge
in the Jungle (1929); The White
Rosel929); The Carrcta ( 1931 ); The
March to Mahogany Land (1933);
The Night Visitor and Other Stories
(1936); The Rebellion of the Hanged
(I 936); The-Genera/from the Jungle
(1940); Macario (1950); Stories by
the Man Nobody Knows (1960).

Officials fear medfly infestation
MIAMI (UPJ) - Dreaded Mediterranean fruit flies capable of devastating
Florida's $!-billion-a-year citrus crop were found in a Miami orange tree and
officials imposed a quarantine Wednesday on shipping fruit out of the area.
Four medflies were discovered Tuesday in a trap in the Little Havana
section, several miles east of the airport and about a mile west of the Port of
Miami.
When identification was confirmed Wednesday, inspectors fanned out
over Dade County setting 500 fruit fly traps to determine the extent of the
infestation, officials said.
Officials planned to begin spraying pesticides on citrus and other fruit trees
by hand Thursday and from the air on Friday, said George Gwin, area
supervisor for the Department of Agriculture's Division of Plant Industry.
Gwin, who found the four medflies in a sour orange tree, said about 260
plants act as hosts to the pest. but the citrus crop was the main concern.
Residents of an 81-square-mile area centered around the seaport were
asked not to transport fruit or vegetables out of the area for fear of spreading
the outbreak,
Barry Gross, a spokesman for the Agriculture Department, said I00 traps
per square mile were set in the immediate area where the flies were found,
and SO per square mile would be set further away from the site of the find.
Inspectors were checking fruit Wednesday to see if any larvae were
present. A female medfly lays its eggs in fruit, causing it to rot quickly as it is
eaten by the larvae.
Ernie Wells, a spokesman for the industry group Florida Citrus Mutual,
said his group was concerned because an outbreak could severely damage the
crop.

Lecture Under the Stars
The University of New Mexico
Summer 1984

June 25

JEANIE McCLERIE
Of Bayou Seco and Curly Waffles

"A Progrotn In American Music'"
Featuring Cajun and New Mexican Music
Central Mall
(If the weather is inclement, the lecture will be moved to the
New Mexico Union Building)

A number of free exhibitions are currently available to the public at
the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology at the University of New
Mexico.
Twenty-five Years of Discovery at Sardis, an archaeological site
whic~ was the former capital of the Lydian empire, features photos,
drawmgs, watercolors and explanatory texts of a region famous for its
gold refineries and as the location of one of the major battles in Western
history in the 6th century B.C. on display from June 24 through August
19.
Turning Leaves, an exhibit of photos from Japanese-American
families in Gallup, will be on display through July.
Permanent exhibitions include People in the Southwest, Archaeolo~n:: Studying the Present, Analyzing the Past and Human Origins:
Our Primate Past and Present.
The museum is located one block north of University and Grand
N.E. It is open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday and I p.m. to S p.m. Sunday.

.........

The 12 presidents of UNM from 1891 to the present are featured in a
historical exhibit under way in the west wing of Zimmerman Library.
A fact sheet and photograph of each president are included in the
exhjbit as well as other memorabilia and photographs depicting school
activities, buildings and people.
The exhibit was designed and researched by the UNM General
Library's exhibits committee.

.......

Student Ken Moulton and his daughter Jennifer take a break from afternoon classes by
enjoying a sno-cone by the duck pond Wednesday.

Companies seek Hispanic employees
EL PASO, Texas (UPI)- If you're Hispanic, between the ages of23 and 35 and are working on a college
degree, the FBI wants you- along with about tOO
other corporations recruiting minority employees during the national convention of the League of United
Latin American Citizens.
Big firms such as Rockwell International, McDonald's Corp., Southland Corp., Encyclopaedia Britannica, United Parcel Service and scores of others, all
with different hiring requirements, are searching in El
Paso for Hispanic employees.
Convention officials said more than I 00 exhibitors
and recruiters are participating in the 55th annual
LULAC national convention, which has been described
as the most issue-oriented meeting in recent times.
Barbara Dean, equal-employment manager for the
FBI in Washington, D.C., said the FBI does not have
"quotas" to fill in hiring minorities but are interested in
hiring Hispanics.
Miss Dean said the FBI is looking for Hispanics to fill

special agent positions. She said the FBI has five categories of employment, including law, language, science, act:ounting and modified programs.
"The modified program is the category where someone who does not fit the other classifications will enter," said Miss Dean.
Encylopaedia Britannica is seeking both direct sales
personnel and management trainees, said spokesman
Joe Morales.
Dave Rubio, a spokesman for McDonald's, said his
firm offers Hispanics' 'an opportunity to progress up the
corporate ladder.''
Rubio said McDonald's salaries arc negotiable. He
said the average manager, when completing the company's training program, earns between $30,000 and
$35,000 per year.
AI Mejia, a director of Rockwell International, said
his firm is interested in Hispanics with degrees in
physical sciences, mechanical sciences and engineering,

Sri Lankan visits New Mexico
SANTA FE, N.M. (UPI)- Sri
Lankan President Junius Jayewardene compared his country to the
Indian pueblo he visited Wednesday, but he stopped short of saying
the Indians' concerns are similar to
those of the Tamils in Sri Lanka.
The president of the small Indian
Ocean island once known as Ceylon
flew into the Santa Fe airport from
Washington D.C. about I 1 a.m. He
was greeted by local officials and
then traveled to the Santo Domingo
Pueblo southeast of Santa Fe to meet
tribal leaders.
After eating a lunch of native New
Mexican foods with the tribe, hereceived pottery and jewelry from the
pueblo and a New Mexico flag from
state officials. He then toured the
tribe's church and homes.
Seferino Tenorio. a tribe councilman, used the occasion as a forum to
express the pueblo's dissatisfaction
with federal agencies.
He said the pueblo welcorn::d the
delegation from Sri Lanka as they
have other foreigners for hundreds
years of years.

"It .is the spirit of Santo Domingo
to do that," he said.
But, he indicated, welcoming
some foreigners has led to problems.
"Let's really understand who the
original inhabitants of this nation
arc. We did not come from abroad.
This is our country," he said. "We
did not expect to find today that we
are restricted in our rights."
He said the pueblo has maintained
its cultural identity, despite infringements, but needs to remind the U.S.
government of its "obligations."
Sri Lanka has similar concerns,
he said.
"There arc many like issues,
problems and concerns that we can
share," he said.
Jayewardene followed Tenorio's
speech to an audience of about 300
tribe members by saying he asked to
visit the pueblo because he wanted
to Jearn about the Indians' way of
life.
"All civilization interests me a
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Robert Wall, who recently received a computer·science degree
from UNM, will be joining the "Up With People" entertainment
group in July.
Annunciation Parish, Vermont and Phoenix N. E., will be sponsoring a "Las Vegas Night" June 30 at 7:30p.m. at the church gymnasium to help raise money to help Wall fund his five-week indoctrination course in Phoenix.
A 10-day trip to Spain will be the door prize offered. The $10 tickets
for the fund-raiser may be obtained by calling 298-35 I 0 or 883-6753.
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lot," he said. "We are also an
ancient people and we have survived
to this day with our language and our
civilization."
However, he said after the formalities that the Indians' concerns cannot be compared to those of the
Tamils'.
He said the Tamils, who are seeking independence from Sri Lanka,
have no problems.
Jaywardene came to New Mexico
after spending two days in the nation's capital meeting with President
Ronald Reagan to strengthen ties between the two countries.
The mild protests over ethnic
rights that greeted Jayewardene in
Washington were absent in Santa
Fe.
Following an evening party given
by a Santa Fe couple hosting a Sri
Lanka exchange student, Jaywardene was scheduled to spend the
night at a resort in Tesuque, north of
Santa Fe.

Summer-school enrollment is up 7.S percent this year.
UNM Registrar William Haid said earlier this week that unofficial
reports show 8,322 students are enrolled this summer, compared to
7,74llast year when some schedules were abbreviated because-some
departments could not affort to pay for the classes.
Students are enrolled for 40,454 credit hours, up 8. 9 percent from
last year,

EDUCAnONALCENTEA

Tesl Prl!j!arallon SoeclaiiSts
Since 1938
For Informalton, Piesse Gall

265-2524

Classes Start
Week of July 1

lf you are a minority (Black, Chicano, Native American) with a GPA of 2.5 or
better, with a major in the following sciences: Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Pharmacology, Physiology, Psychology
and would like to work up to 15 hours a week in a :Research Laboratory then you
may want to investigate the opportunities of the MBRS Program.
If interested CALL 277-2728, or come by the Basic Medical Science Building,
Rm. 106, School of Medicine .
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Rose Nocturne covers all genres, themes
the Summerfest production of his play is the
fifth draft, J)ewly revised and revamped.
The play consists of only four characters.
"three young people who face life in a big Jeremy Ct;JIIins is a disillusioned, confused
city. Jt's a character play." Of course, that's man who appears and disappears in a ghostonly the director's interpretation. Tuttle lil(e manner. Jeremy is portrayed by Wade
further emphasi~es that ''literature has three Stevens, who, along with his brother, wrote
major themes: recognition of death, pursuit The Boob In the Tube which won the Norman
oflovc and loss of innocence. Th Rose has all Lear Comedy Award in 1981. "He's a
three." And if this isn't enough, the shy wonderful comedic actor," said Metzler.
playwright notes that the work combines the Augusta Allen-Jones plays Terri, the downto-earth, aspiring, if not too successful,
tragic, comic and melodramatic genres.
artist. Metzler said, "Everything she
If you're feeling a tinge of confusion, fear touches turns to gold." Vikki Ferrel, in her
not, for you may have seen an earlier draft of second production, portrays Faye, a >leazy
this play on March 5 at an experimental read- pseudo-romantic. Metzler feels her skills are
ing. At that time though, it was entitled The developing well because "she is very. very
Ciry At Night. Tuttle is quick to point out that smart." The fourth character, Mrs. Hobarth.

rather secretive and mysterious. According
to Metzler, The Ro.l'e Noc/llrne is about

By Jane Klenck

Noting the length of Jon Tuttle's fingernails and the fact that he's learning to smoke
cigarettes, the young playwright is still a bit
nervous about having his plays produced.
Nevertheless, he's trying it again. Tuttle's
The Rose Noctume is the second play in the

Summerfes! 84 series. It will be perforn1cd
June 21-23. in the "X" Thcater,lowcr level
of the Fine Arts Center. All performances
begm at at H p.m. Tickets arc $5 for general
admission and $3 for UNM students, faculty. ~taff and senior citizens.
Neither director Rod Metzler nor Tuttle
were very generous in their descriptions of
the plot line. As a matter of fact. thcv were

the snoopy landlady is, according to Tuttle,
''an irritation. She's meddlesome but kindly." Hobatitlis played by Elaine Hendricks,
who, sai!,l. Metzler, is a' 'wo(lderful character
actress." Met;;:ler feels he's wori(ing with
"four really fantastic a~tors" and enjoys
working with Tuttle, whose ideas he considers fresh.
Tuttle is an English teaching assist;mt,
now completing his master's degree. He
plans on earning a doctorate from UNM. In
March, 1983, his play, Remembering Us,
was performed at the Vortex. Tuttle lived
through that production. so probably he will
survive The Rose Nocrume. Possib1y with
very short fingernails. But, as Metzler
pointed out, "the audience is going to mnke
the difference."

DOUSE
The Only Thai Restaurant In Town
We Have 10 More
New Vegetarian Dishes
Dinner 5 p.m. • 8:30
Saturday 12 • 9:30
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Monday Ou-ougll Friday
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Notes! Cafe for the Avant
Garde at3513 Centra/Ave. N.E.
(across from Nob Hill Shopping
Center) is, in the words of its
creator, ''a place where adults
can come and play." Business
hours for Notes! are 11 a.m. to
11 p.m. weekdays and Saturdays, 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. Sundays.

Probing headlights through the
rain-splattered window, combined with the glow from the pink
neon, musical note-shaped lights
gave the place an atmosphere that
was both old-fashioned and
futuristic.
I reflected on this as Ray
Eberle began singing about the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway over the black-fluted
speakers hung in the corners of
the room.
Then with a muffled plop, a
glob of fresh strawberry gelato
appeared on my tie. Staying pristine always was difficult.
But after a quick dab with a
napkin and an icy glance in my
partner's direction, I resumed my
study of my surroundings. It had
been a humid and hectic art dcco
evening, and 1 was here to relax
further as the rainy night drew to
a close.
I concentrated on the fixtures

of this odd oasis on East Central
Avenue. Stark pink walls. Pink
neon lights shaped like musical
notes and - what are those
things called? Clefs? Those funny curled things on sheet music?
Tile. Black tile. White tile.
Pink grout. A long, curving tiled
bar - black on the bottom
white on the top, pink grout
throughout. Black and white
checked linoleum.
Along the bar were several of
the more flashily dressed examples . of Albuquerque's up and
commg - a woman, perhaps
25, wearing a blue vinyl, umbrella skirt with round see-through
portholes; a man, about 30, with
a grey and pink suit that seemed
to have incredibly sharp razor-cut
creases; and the third, a woman, I
assumed, whose two-tone hair,
manner of movement and style of
dress suggested nothing less than
a 5-foot black widow spider.
Black-and-white striped bass.
Tall round tables with curved
black metal and wire stools.
More pink walls, A row of 8-by10 glossies. Autographed fa,ccs,
Glass bricks. Display case.
"Modern - of California."
Naturally.
Here, I told myself, was a
place where life definitely imitates art. Or where art and life
arc the same. A fun place, as

Scott Caraway

Owner Eldon Feldman welcomes patrons to Notes·"where adults come to play."
pleasing to the eye as to the palate.
The bill of fare seemed as diverse as any I've seen locally.
Beverages ranging from plain
milk to fine champagne accompany croissants and Italian icc
cream. Notes! offers Tokyosteamed milk, Neptun Sport
Soda from Denmark, Italian

sodas, French beer, Spanish
champagne - and a price Jist
that varied by a factor of ten: 95
cents to $95.
I don't know why the Southwest seems to take so readily to
artdeco, a style of furnishing and
architecture that certainly places
fun and form above function, but
it is certainly a joy to experience.
Here you arc part of the fur-

nishings and atmosphere.
Perhaps an espresso bar is out
of place in the Duke City.
Perhaps such a place is long overdue. I only know that by closing
time, it was quite a shock to step
out of Notes! into the coolness of
a summer evening shower and
realize that I was in Albuquerque, after alL

247-9205

106 Buena Vista

W1tenHioa Mouatala Ju1 Band play& June 23,

behind 31 Flavors)

~!~iii from

7:30.9:30 p.m. at rhc New Mexico Arts and
Crafu Fair, N.M. State Falrarounds.
Common load presents Cllu&ht In tht Act, a

Sutnrner Knit
Sale
20% off on cotton knits
through June 27
Dresses, tops, skirts, and pants from
His, Carol Byrd, Semplice,
Geraldine Peterson, _,..._.,.._
Outlander

Wild RoseL~·
Natural Fiber Clothing
Accessories

(505) 266-9946
2950 C Central • Albuquerque. New Mexrco • 87106

mulic. and variety show, June 2•, 8 p.m. at the

MuNt• will be preoented
by La Campania de _Teatro de Albuquerque.
3211 Central N.E. Fridays and Saturdays 11 8
p.m. and Sundays 11 3 p.m., throulh June 24,
J1hr &IW ofloaqulll

TickelsareS41n advance. "·50 11 the door.

Tlw .llUo of Ow ToNt• by Thomron Wilder wlll
be perfOrmed at 1he Vortex Tha'er Fridays and

Saturdays 11 8 p.m. and Sunda)'S 11 2:30 p.m.
JunelthroulhJuly 1.
Clltl wlU be prelented by rhe Albuquerque Civic
Lilhl Opm, Frida)'S A Sarurda)'S 11 I:U lltd
Sunda)'S 112:15, JuneiS-30 11 Popejoy Hall.
1.111,. Noll and Go/... , . _ , II the Madrid
Opera HOUIC', June 23. N6lJ at l:lO, Fll«llll at
7:30 p.m. Alou•• 2:30 and Lift,. N.U 11 7:30,
June24. For Information, caU473.o743.
- - , Rlto prmnted by the Brlllsh
American Theater Institute at ROcky Theatre,

June :Z0.%1 a July 5-7, at I p.m. For In·
formallon. caU277-4«12.
.,.,., .,..,..led by 1he Brlrbh American
Theater lnsllrule at RodeyTheater, June27-30a
July 12•14, 11 B p.m. For informarlon, call2774402.
.,. Rtn~ Noctum•, the second play or Summerfest M, written by UNM plawriaht Jon
Tuttle, will bt s•aaed June 21·2l 11 the i•x••
Theater In the Fine Arts Center. All perromtanc:cs bcJin at 8 p.m. For reservationJ, call
277-4102.
IIIIQ-to 1h1 lubiJH, by Barbara Kerr Paae.
Summerfest's third produc:tlon will be staled
June 2J..30 at I p.m. at the hX'' 1ltealer in the

VNM Art MDMam- Acquuillon Hlahllahts:
1981·83. Celebrarina the Museum's 20rh
Anniversary.
Alborqomr•• Ualretl Anllta (821 Mountain
Road N,W,J - Fl&uratlve Works by Eleven
Anbts, throuahJuly7,
Arr
E•aeallaa
Ciallel'1
(Masley

Sonia Fe and lhe KlMo ticket ofllce.

on d!Jpiay Junei0-19.
1Caltarol Cetlttr (2401 12rh St,
N. W,)- One-man show bY N1va)oanlst Be1111y

c..,..,

17...50, and can be purchased It Mualc A. More In

A.._.u CJro•lllr opeJU lu
season Friday, June29 Wilh oCOIKIIft l'etlloD or
Nlcolallllmslly·Konaltov't MOUIII., S./krl.
Serlet llckeu ate Sl 9.50 ammJ admlalon and
$16.• 50 for lludenlt ud Mnlordlilals. orS7and
S6 for slnate eventJ. AU perf•~ beafn 11

allhe Albuquetque Llnlc Theater. Tickets
247.0262.
Naw Mnlco !1-IIHJ OMMra July 4th
conoen 11 Taylor Rand! outdoon .,., Nonb
Coon Blvd. and Monrano Road. Tbe IIJZ
Overture will be performed, IKCOftl.,.,lod by
fireworks. PrCIIfam bellru at I p.m. Admission
Is free.
~- A...noo ... U 11 tbe Kiva
Auditorium, July 6. Tickets are SI3.DO 11 Olant
Oullets.
FranZ.,. II Paolo Sol at! In Santi Fe AUJUst
I, 8 p.m. Tlck<u are Sl7,50at Oianl 0UIIe11.
J - . _ al Paolo Solari AUJUSI 5, 8 p.m.
TickeuoreSI3.SO at Giani Oullets.

1:15

Bay 2 Get 1
FREE
or20%oft
fashion clothing and shoes
the

General Stores
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

8117 Menaul NE

Mon·Sat 10·9, Sun 12·6

'

T - . ...,.. Fllllhll Teburlde, Colorldo,
June U-2-4. Tickets at Oiant outleu.
A.._,.u . . .1C . . - perfonnsKonrr01
otuJ KoiY~JMJ, a world premlereb&Uet written ...r
cbarfOillphed by Kuen Colter and Oual
Directed by Jeremy Blanton, AsiOdale Director
of the Amcrlc:an Ballet Theater. June 22 ond 23
atlhe KIMO Theater, 7:30p.m. Tickets are Sl2
fot Aduhs, $9 for ehlktrtn, aadSI for serrlors.

Hall)- Sc:ulpcure and dtawlnp by Ncstl Oalc

•••to

Nelson YcUowman."
11

- . . _ GalnJ(UNM SUB)- Ray Ltm~
watercolor, oil ond woodcut, throulh Auausl J,
••Ill .. GallnJ (l9JI Monte VIsta N.E.)
- Palarlnp by S1epllen Co•lhrouah June Zl,

WI be ordered from

4402.

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

receplion and Wlldlne'• Srh Anniversary

celebration, June n, 6-8 p.m.

KiMo Theater, Tickers ore $4 in advi!ICe at the
KiMo IIcker office, or Full Circle Books, 2205
Silver S,E., or S5 alrhe door. Calll66-804i for
reservations.
Sura Fe Daacro
pmenu Bod)l4 Sou/,
Jazz-ballet dance with auesl llllsu from the
KanwCilyBallel. JuneZI, 1 p.m., attheKlMo
Thearer. Rauve<J.,..tlnJ llckm are SJO or

Fine Arts Center. For JesemdonJ, call 277-

Lmltw Ge of Ho~n~, ui dynamk sound and
vbual environment,'' by A-nn Sandirur. June 1823. 11·3:30 p.m.. at St. Frances
Audilorium!Museum of Fine Arts in Santi Fe.
Clollna ewnt is Juae 23, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Admission aSZ.
1711 ._ Kftp•'l 0.1hr., a play about Sylvia
Plath, produced by Elayna Kaplan. June 27·30,
8:15p.m., inJiumanitles Room 108.

Ideal, Aaron Karp, Bruce Lcwney, Beverly
Mc:glnnb Lowney. I. Pcarsoni Robert Reck,
Holly Roberrs and Linda Tasch. Opening

W......,

V-MoltloMMII
Mon., Wed., Fri.,
June II throulh July 16 offered at La Cumbre
Studio School, Ranchos deTaoo, N.M. Recleve 3
credll boun rbroulh New Me•lco Hllhiands or
Universlly of Iowa. For more lnlormalion
contact William Slewan ot (50S} 751-11419.
r-tJ,...rllroShn-JeanlcMcLtrleof
Bayou Seco and Kurly Waffles, "American and
C.junMutk:,'' June~. I p.m •• on the Mall.
W - W..... ~Uft- Clto' meets
Thumlays rrom 7-9 p.m. in fronlorZinvnemlan
Libtary. Bealnnen welcome. No panner
tequired.
-VIolto
offeredbyrheCrnter
ror Contemporary Arts. ••rntrodactlon to Video
Production." June 20, 2l a. :z..t. 11 Vidto For
An!Jts," July II, 14 a JS.lntrodUc:tlon to VIdeo
Edllfna," oonllnuouoly lhroulh AuJ. 31. For
morelnrOrmation, cal1912-1338lnSanto Fe.
0. ......, (2108 Cetlln S.E.)- "EI
Norte.. mdltonlaht. ':30 _& 9:1.5. ••care Flab.''
June U-24, Fri. 7:45, 9:45, Sat. a Sun., 1:45,
3:45, .!:4.!,7:45, 9:4.!. "Bunou&lls: A Portrallof
Wllllan1S.IIunouahl," June~ZI. 7:15,9p.m.
GtoN (3405 Central N.E.)- "The 16th
lntmratiotral Toumee of Animation" eads
tonlahl, 7:15, "t:J5. "Le Bal," June 22 lhroulh
July.!, Mon.•Fri., 7:UA9:30, Sat. a sun., 2:45,
5, 7:15, !1:30.

W.,.,..,.

M-• af A-......,. (tJNM
Campus)- "Tumlna Leaves: Pbolotrapbs
Mrmod

from Japanese-American Families In Oallup,
New M..lco" on display throulh July f,
Openina June 24- "Twenty-five Years of
Discovery II Sardis," Ill wdbillon or the r.,_
dinp of a Joint HI!Mird-ComeU archaeoloaic
..peditlon nearS Ill in SOuthwestern Turkey.
Eul Gallery- "Shared lm-: Pueblo Pollet)'
Dailftl and Mission Churoh Decomton'' on
display 1hr011ah Auaulll6.
A. . . . .u .M-• (2000 Mounlain Jtood
N.W.)- Pueblo Deco. Art Deco Architecture
In ihe Soulh-t. Color pholot and architectural
plans or 17 build Ina& built from1921-411.
A••lllt"'le M-• W• Gollorf- Edward
Weston In M..tc:o, and The W0111 Colloc:tlon of
Chinese Cenmlct, throuah July 1.
~ (Ill llomero N.W.)- "Current
'114" • - worb by onlsu flltured 11 MarifM'II
durlrt~lhi puiiO yean,
W - GtlllttJ (903 Rio Orartde N.W.)"Oollery ArtlSIJ/SIImmei1" featUrfna Jane
AbriDIS, Garo Antrwlatt 1 l.ofllllldl, PhiiUi

Dally LobO
Classified Ads
Get Results
13t:::::.Mall

Sylvia Plath mythos unraveled in play
By Leslie Donovan
"The woman ls perfected.!Her
dead/Body wears the smile of
ac·etimpfi.~hmem,IThe illllltion of a
Greek necessit1'"
from "Edge" 'by Sylvia Pluth.
Since her suicide 21 years ago,
Sylvia Plath has become a literary
figure both revered and bated. especially by young female poets, because her poetic brilliance coupled
with her personal despair has left a
legacy so intense that it has become
more myth than real, more god-like
than human.
UNM Theater Arts graduate student Elayna Kaplan will unravel the
truth behind this legacy next week in
her independent production of The
Bee Keeper's Daughter.
Kaplan's play, originally published in New York, uses Plath's
letters, released by her mother after

GET OUT
OF YOUR JEANS!
and into
Deva cotton pants at
CHRIS'S INDOOR STORE

Directly behind
Natural Sound
1191/2 Han1ard SE

open Monda, thru Saturd•'
10 t119

:

1l1

CIGARETTES
from England, France, Russta,
Finland, Egypt, India, Spain,
Mexico, Canada, Turke)l and the
U.S. of A.
Indonesian Clove Cigarettes
Domestic and Imported
Roll-Your-Own Tobbaccos.
CHRIS'S INDOOR STORE
119 112 Harvard Sl:.
Dlredly behind Natural Sound

Mond•y thru S•t

10 tll9

An lntiOductlon
toHudlsm
" booklet by
B.L. Herrington
Send $1.!25 to:
881 SpUr Court SE
Rio Rancho, NM 871!24

ft

·

Join The

UNM Nudist
Alliance

for lnfonnltlon Write:
utiM NA, P.O. 110111!15
Student ActMtleS, S.U.i.
UNM Clmpus, 17131

r

~
New and Used
Bicycles

FUll line Of parts
and accessories
Professional re12aTrs and seiV/ce

See the new Brldgestone
and Kuwarhara Mountalnblkes
Auttrorlzed Vespa dealers
expert repairs on Mopeds & Scooters

20•8441

'h bite. west of Unlversltv on central

c~
..,.~.

(-lncl\lrtSd>OOI

""'Consl«ulooJ

293-2300
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If a picture is worth a thousand words. thcnLe Balis worth an entire
book. Mere words would not suffice anyway. Le Bal, directed by the
masterful Eltore Scola and played brilliantly by a host of captivating
actors and actresses, may do more for the film medium than any other
film in years.
How can a feature which ignores the spoken word, discards the
obvious plot line, and never strays from self-imposed exile in a night
club - how can something like this work?
Yet, Le Bal succeeds, and succeeds all the more, because of what i~
n(Jt in the film. Like strong verse, it is efficient, not overburdened bv
excess. In many waysLe Balis a filmmaker's film; long takes and slow
pans arc fluently juxtaposed with occasional medium and close-up
shots. In effect, we see characters for what they think they arc, and
what we find. them out to be.
And what a crew of characters! Literally dozens of personae cavo.rt
with each other on the dance floor of a European nightclub through
nearly half a century of music, attitudes and social climes.
But words arc not enough. See this for yourself. Le Bal opens
tommTt1w at the Guild Theater for one week. Consult Stepping Out on
page 8 for showtimes and tickets.

Open
Monday-Friday
8am-9pm

BHt~I~OIID8
CEttTE

Saturdays
10am-4pm

Located In north SUB basement

2n-so31

Color Copier
2 New Self-Service Copiers with 11x17 paper

•

: SWISS ARMY :

:25%
••

Le Bal worth more than words

~----..t.111...,:
~OttM

~L• Wlt.4fl',•c.l1' ~ :

~':'.'0
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: ARMY&NAV.GOODI :
;~1660 Ellbank NE •
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Plath's death, as dialogues divided poet as a sacriticml VICtim offering
primarily between mother and herself up for the sake of art ... Her
daughter to provide vignettes of the suicide becomes the whole point of
poet's personality.
the story, the act which validates her
poems, gives them their interest and
proves their seriousness.''
''Yet, just as the suicide adds no·
thing
at all to the poetry, so the myth
ut of her death of Sylvia
as a passive victim is a total
a whole myth has
perversion of the woman she was. It
misses altogether her liveliness and
grown ... the poet
harsh wit, her vehemence of feeling,
as sacrificial victim." her control" and "the courage with
which she was was able to turn disaster into art.
Kaplan said she was drawn to
Plath's history because, though her
"The pity is not that there is a
suicide casts a shadow over her life myth of Sylvia. Plath, but that the
and works, Plath as an American. myth is not simply that of an enorfemale poet must be dealt with as a mously gifted poet whose death
vital force in the shaping of contem- came carelessly and too soon.''
porary American poetry.
Sec Stepping Out on page 8 lor
As the play states "Out of her
death a whole myth has grown ... the details.

Typewriter Rentals Now Avai Iable

TYPI"G .SERVICE
Resumes, Papers, Tables, ...

fiDVERTI.SI HG .SERVICE
layout. Lettering, logos,...

Papl' 10. Nc"'

M~xt..:o
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Geatz gets top tennis recruit

Coach Berry resigns post

lly John Moreno
University of New Mexico men's
tennis couch David Gentz
announced on Monday the signing
of El Pll~O Coronado High School's
David Ramirel, who will join the
Lobo squad this fall.
Ramirez, !7, WliS top rated in the
Southwest sectional ranking of players 16 and under during the 1983-84
school year. The Southwest section
comprises Arizona, New Mexico
and parts of Texas.
The No. I one player on the Junior
Duvis Cup team, Ramirez was recruited by at least nine other schools
in five states, Gcalz said, but chose
UNM bcca\lse he wants to study

mores and three freshmen.
"We're thinking in terms of win·
ning the conference and being ranked in the top 20," Geatz said. The
Lobos finished second in the Westem Athletic Conference to defending champion Utah and were ranked
19th for six weeks this past season.
Next year's intrasquad challenge
matches, which will be held to decide the team's top six players,
should be very competitive, Geatz
said. "We should be loaded," he
added.
Besides winning all but one of his
tournaments last year, Ramirez also
received the Southwest Section
Sportsmanship Award.

clcctricnl engineedng.
He also wants to play against
Mike Velasquez every day in practice, Geatz said. Velasquez, a
graduate of Albuquerque's Valley
High, is another incoming Lobo
freshman who was ranked No. I in
his age group, the !8 and under division of the Southwest section. In
their only head-to-head competition, Velasquez beat Ramirez, 6-4,
7-6.
"It's not often that you get two
kids of their caliber," Geatz said,
but he wasn't predicting any national championships just yet. The team
will have depth, he said, but it lacks
experience. It's a young team with
one senior, one junior, four sopho-

annnounces a

Grant Program
dHsigned to help adults begin their college educahon. Awards up
to $250, plus some textbook costs are available. For application
and further information telephone:
UNM Office of School Relations-- 277-5161
UNM Office of Financial Aid · 277-6938
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS JULY 15, 1984
Applications should be sent to: Mimi SWanson, Chairperson
PACE Program, 141 Northrup Hall
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Me}(ico 87131

KENNETT SQUARE, Pa.
(UPl) _ The doctor heading the
team investigating the death of Kentucky Derby winner Swale said
Wednesday the cause of death may
not ever be known, but she wouldn't
completely rule out the possibility of
'Part.flme Adult College Entrv Program
foul play,
• • • •. , ..................................................... ,.
Dr. Helen Acland, chief of the
Laboratory of Large Animal Pathology at the University of Pennsylvania's New Bolton Center, said tests
on tissues taken from the 3-year-old
0/
coltdidnotrevealthecauseofdeath.
:
10
:
She said examination of the tis-
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: Swale collapsed and died at Belmont
ParknearNewYork,supportedpreliminary findings that ruled out a
heart attack as the cause of death.
"We found enlargement of the
t heart that is usually found in
t athletes," Acland said during a
news conference at the rural racility.

•.

t+

·:.

•

40Acland
miles outside
of Philadelphia.
said her
"gut feeling"
was that the horse died of a "cardiac
·c
t disfunction, but we may never be
I'
able to confirm that. There are other
things that can make the heart stop
- -besides a heart attack."
Acland did not rule out foul play
being involved in the cleath of
3407 Central NE • 265-5170
swale. She said extensive tox:icoloOpen 10·6 Weekdays, 10·5 Saturday
: gical tests would have to be taken to
·~•••••••••••••••~-•-<~~:•~•::"~'++++++++++ rule out that possibility, and those
still may prove to be inconclusive.
Acland said tissue of Swale's
brain would be examined next.
Those tests would take anywhere
from I 0 days to two weeks, she said.
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At Mountains and Rivers, we think students de·
serve a break SO we've put together some special
deals just for you!

'
~

Women's athletic director Linda
Estes said she would mitiate a
nationwide search to replace Berry.
who was named the High Country
Athletic Conference Coach-of-the·
Year this year.
"I'm sorry to Jose Barb," Estes
said. "She took over a highly ranked
program and kept it there." The
Lobos took the HCAC cham·
pionship both years Berry was at the
helm and finished eighth in the nation in 1984. Last year, they finished
12th.

Olympic Torch runner Joy Day displays her torch.

Grandma has her 'Day'
By .John Moreno
How many grandmothers do you
know who compete in triathlons'l
Not many, you say? Well. meet
Olympic-torch runner Joy Day,
from Mesa. Ariz. Her grandson is
almost three years old, and she has
competed in two mini-triathlons.
In fact, in a competition for the
40-49 age group last Sunday, Joy
finished third in a field of about 400
participants. The event merely consisted of a half-mile swim, a 20-mile
bike race and a S-mile nm.
''Some people, especially my sister, tell me I've got more endurance
than I've got good sense," she said
with a smile.
She started training for the event
back in November, because, "I like
to set goals for myself.'' But her
main goal for this year was to carry
the Olympic torch.
"I can't believe that I'm part of
the Olympics," Day said. "l.'ve always admired the Olympic athletes.
They train four years for one
event."
The Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee requires a runner
to donate $3000 to charity for the
privilege of carrying the torch. Day
donated the money to the Tempe
(Ariz.) Boys Club. "I made a Jot of
boys happy," she said.
However, she couldn't afford the

USINESS MAJORS
R
A
2 & 3 year Army ROTC scholarships
R worth up to $7,000 will be available to 0
applicants. Interested? Call
T
M qualified
Capt. Bolton 831-1111 , x278 or 279
y
c

required $3000 herself, so she raised
it within her own community. Her
fellow workers. at a Mesa food store,
among others, helped her raise the
bucks.
Some of those "others" were
women's groups who chipped in
money. One restaurant in Mesa held
a "Joy Day " to raise funds. And
then there was the local bar which
donated some of their happy-hour
profits to the cause.
"They all know me personally,
and without their love and
friendship, I never would have made
it,'' she said. Actually, Day almost
didn't make it.
She waited until the deadline to
apply for carrying the torch, because
she only raised $2,200. But at the
last minute, a Mesa lawyer, who
prefers to remain anonymous. donated the final $800 so Joy could have
her day in the sun.

.

$39.95

Wilderness Experience Travel Pack -Full internal frame system for backpacking with zippered bag panel that conceals
suspension system for use as a travel pack. Shoulder strap and
suitcase handle. Reg. $129.00 SALE $104.00 (1 only)
Martin Sunglasses -Three classic French look styles to choose
from. Glass lenses with nylon frames. Reg. $10-$12 SALE $7-$9

*** Mountains and Rivers T-Shirts Reg.

(small and med. only)

$8.95 SALE $3.50
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By .John Moreno
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Phil Smith said the Detroit Pistons
told him his size "didn't make any
difference.'' But Piston scout Will
Robinson said the "only knock"
against the S-foot-1 0-inch former
Lobo point guard "is his height."
Robinson, a veteran scout for nine
National Basketball Association
seasons, asked "Is he (Smith) really
5-foot-10?" But he said Smith "has
a shot at making it because of his

Estes said Berry is the "second
golf coach lost because the women's
golf position has to be combined
with another job. It is not realistic,
and I intend to make it a full-time
position, like the men's golf
coaching job."
Berry said she could make more
money a~ a teacher and envisions
offering instruction to local high
schoo.l players. Trainor said Berry
Berry was an assistant to the pre- would be satisfied if she could help
vious Lobo head coach, Henry San- raise the .level of golf in New Mexico
dies, for a yearcand-half before be· by helping players before they reach
coming head coach. Before that she the college level.
"I wish Barb the best of luck,"
played briefly as a pro.
Estes said, "and I hope she will reShe is also certified by the Ladies main in touch with the (UNM
Professional Golfers Association as women's golf) program."

great quickness."
Smith is in New York but will
return to Albuquerque next week,
where he will continue to prepare for
the Pistons' rookie-and-free-agent
camp, to be held in Detroit on Aug.
13.
"I'm working out, lifting
weights, running every day, playing
ball and trying to get in the best
shape of my life,'' Smith said.
Robinson said most players
drafted •'outside the first round have

a hard time" making their teams,
but Smith feels he now has a golden
opportunity to prove himself.
Smith said, besides physical ability, the biggest asset the pros look
for is a positive attitude . "I 'II just
prove myself," Smith said.
Garrett, meanwhile, was drafted
by the Washington Bullets in the
seventh round. The 6-foot-7-inch
forward was not available for comment.

At the Olympic track and field trials, Lobo DwaJ'11e Rudd re·
injured a h;unst.ring muscle and only jumped 50 feet 9 inches, Lobo
coach Del Hessel said.,.Barbara Bell ran the 100 meters in 11.75
seconds, but she was then eliminated in the second round after
running 11.83 ... Her teammate, Shannon Vessup, ran a 59.73 in the
400-meter hurdles ... Lobo Kathy Pficfer will be among about :25.
runners who will run Sunday in the 5000-meter race, an exhibition
event which is not presently held Jn the Olympics.
The First National Bank in Albuquerque will sponsor a five- and
10-kilometer Lobo Fun Run on Saturday, June 23, at 8 a.m., to benefit
the University of New Mexico's new track and Held stadium. The race
will be sanctioned by The Athletic Congress.
"We will donate all entry fees to UNM, and the First National Bank
will match the total entry fee amount with a corporate donation to the
stadium," said Norman Corzine, president of the bank.
First-, second- and third-place trophies will be awarded for males
and females in 14 different age-sex categories, as well as for cardiac
and wheelchair entrants. An overall male and female winner will also
receive trophies.
For more information, call 765·4623 or 881-7333.
The Junior Nation~) Ch;unpionships for boys gymnastics ·Will be
held this Friday, Saturday and Sunday at University Arena. The meet
is sanctioned by the U.S, Gymnastics Federation and will begin at 11
a.m. on both Friday and Saturday and 2:30p.m. on Sunday,
Lobo head gymnastic coach Rusty Mitchell said the entire U.S.
men's Olympic gymnastics team will be at the Pit Saturday to view the
competition and Sunday to hand out awards. About 200 gymnasts are
expected t9 compete.
Head s~r eoachCraig Robertson has announced commitments
from six freshmen, one sophomore and one junior for tht.: fall '84

season.

Two of the six: freshman are goalkeepers Robert Lucero and Dana
Rogge. Lucero was an All Conference, Ali-Mediterranean Region
goalkeeper. Rogge was Colorado's All•State goalkeeper in 1983.
At midfield, both Chris Kiger and Scott LaTourette add depth to
an already well-stocked postion.
The other freshmen arc forwards Carlos Salgoado and Scott
Padgett.
San Diego State transfer David Robertson will bolster the UNM
offense. A junior and the coach's son, Robertson made the New
Mexico Youth Soccer Under-16 and Under-19 teams during the 1980
through 1983 seasons and was a New Mexico adult league Select team
member in 1982.
Robertson started and lettered for San Diego State in the !983 fall
season.
Robertson will be joined by fellow SDSU transfer Greg Rusk, who
previously played on New Mexico's Youth Select Teams in 1981 and
1982 in the Under-19 division.

How to wire
Y,Our home for
phone service.

"I've got such a high right now:
I'm wired," she said. laughing
heartily, She was standing at the cor·
ner of Central Avenue and Yale
Boulevard as she waited for the preceding torch carrier to arrive and
light her torch.
The LAOOC will let her keep the
torch as a memento of perhaps her
shortest but certainly most historic
run. "I've been waiting for this for a
long time," Joy Day said.

Thinking of building or remodeling a home?
If so. you'll probably have to wire it for phone
service. lb get the job done. you now have several
options available to you.
As always, you can arrange for us to install
your wiring. just tell us when, and we'll wire your
home before you put up your walls. Call your service
representative for this service and the associated
charges.
Or if you're the handy type. you can do it
yourself. To help you, we'll provide a free "how to"
booklet with instructions and infonnation on safetr
precautions and procedures. Or, you can have ,
someone else do the work for you, such as an
independent contractor or electrician.
Additionally, you can participate in our Wiring
Maintenance Plan, which provides low-cost maintenance and repair service regardless of who did the
installing (as long as quality standards are met).
To find out more about wiring installation.
check the Customer Guide section at the front of
your White Pages Directory. So the sound of a
telephone can ring out in your new home.

GUARANTEED
KEY COPIES
Keys fit, locks repaired
and rekeyed reasonably.
Kryptonite
and Citadel keys
fit and copied.
New and used locks sold.

CHRIS'S INDOOR STORE
119112 Harvard SE

open Monday thru Saturday

10 tll9

New Mexico Union Gomes Room

MYSTERY NUMDER
VIDEO GAMES
TOURNAMENT

For the way you live.

--play any game
-tum in your score
- if you hit the MYSTERY NUMDEP.,

@

YOU WINI
2320 Ceetr•l NE 268·487fi

Berry also has some health problems which were being aggravated
by her demanding schedule. Besides
coaching the UNM women's team,
she was also working in the North
Golf Course pro shop. She said business at the North Course has "tripled in the last three years. "

Smith, Garrett drafted by NBA teams

*** PMS

Easywalker Boot ~ a lightweight all leather boot
with a great fit. Men's and women's sizing. Reg. $64.50 SALE

a teacher, and teaching, she said, is
her first love. "! just really enjoy
helping people improve their
game," she said.

University of New Mexico
women's head golf coach Barbara
Berry announced her resignation today, Sports Information Director Pat
Trainor said.
Berry, a former Lobo player and
head coach for the past two seasons
cited health and time reasons for her
decision, said Trainor.
Trainor added Berry wants more
time to give private and group lessons und is tired of traveling almost
every weekend. "Coaching was not
my cup of tea,'· Berry said. "lt's
time to work on my own game."

Swale autopsy
does not solve
mystery death

UNMrs PACE* Program

+
+
+
•+

By John Moreno

Mountain Bell

Monday-Friday June 25-29 • 277·4506

~-
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Las Notic las
NE:W CL!•SS ADOED In Art Studio for ~econd
summer session: Painting II and Ill, Mon·Frl., 9:201:40, instructor: Paul Akma)ian, chance to work on
variety of projects, develop technique, Ideas.
6128
Registration deadline 7/3.
INSUUN·DEPENOENT DIABETIC female
volunteers(ages 18-40) urgently ne~ed for in1ulin
absorption studies at the Unlv. of N~w Mexico
C'linkal Research Center. Voiup!ecrs will be admitt~
overnight to the hospital and studi~ the following
morning. $50.00 reimbursement for participation.
Volumcers must be healthy. Cull Jean at 277·4656.
7/5
CSW IS liEREI Oniy$1.50. Available in 131 Marron
Hall, UNM Jlookstore and local bookstores around
campus. Buy one two ... NOWI.
6/14

Food/Fun
R()(:I(.J,-BIJ.LY fun this friday night! More fun
than anyo11e e>en desenesl At the Ei Rey Theatre,
7th and Central With those regular Rock-A-Billy guys
6/14
The Breakers
FAT l1lA'H'E 8 A G serving hrs: 11:00-11:00 wk
Ja>s, 1~ tXHlll.lO Sun. Bar opo:n 11·00a·12:00a wk
J3». l~fll.'-1~ 00 Sun. Entertauunem TWTSS.
Harr' b~s + • .\f·F 10:00p-12.oor 'JWT C'mon o•·er
\t!U~C'"H'f
8113

Services

~~

~

For Sale

lYPI"iG SO CE"iTS page 'B> Jegrecd typtst 344·
~~

ENGLISH A.ND FRENCH tutoring. Degrccd,
7/19
cerdfied, and patient. 256-3235.
PIANO LESSONS.ALL ~ges, levels. Call L11ura
Kramer265·1352.
6/28
HOUSE PAINTING BY experienc~ neat, clean art
students. Interior/exterior, ~lso do odd jobs.
References cail2,.8066 or 2424197.
7/26
MATH TUTORING-IMPROVE your grades!
Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus, Differential
Bquatiops, Probability. 836-2407 evenings,
6/28
GUITAR LESSONS! ALL styles. 23 years teaching.
John Mitchell 268-0496.
7/26
PROFESSIONAL TYPING: MARY 881·1724 days
265·1088 evenings,
7/26
TYPING.
FAST,
ACCURATE,
affordable.
6/21
Extensive experience.299-ll05,
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
tfn
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265-3315.
SOFT CONTAC'r LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across frc;-m LaBeiles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778,
tfn
CONTAC'fS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofW ashlngton.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294.0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counselng. Phone 247·

1n6

\I-llY GO OFF t'amrus? ThtSis, di~Sertauons, and
twn papen done profemonally on a word rro~;essor.
2~7-8981
7i26
LERMANTl'TOR1"iG BY a(ierman. 2~6-7781.
6128
WilY SWEAT C'S when A's are no harder? No
mag~c, Sleep learning and subliminal works. Free info
and proof. Academy, PO Jlox 3438 Tampa, Florida
33601
7/19
W A.NG AND IBM displaywriter available for r<nt on
an hourly basis. 277·8981.
1126
TYPIST TERM PAPERS, ruumes299·8970.
8/13
TyPiNG: EXCELLENT SPEJ.LJNG & grammar.
I'all, accurate, confidential. Days: 265·5176 Eves:
25S·H80.
8/21
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING; Research papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs in my home. The
Other Office, 8114·6564.
7/12
SUMMER l'LAY GROUr for toddlers. Monday
through Wednesday full or part·dme. Presently 11ave
two openings, near UNM. 262-0591.
7/12
PROFESSIONAL TYPING CALI, Vlrsfnia, day or
evening. 296-3096.
1/S
ACUI.EX WORD PROCESSING~ !beset, dluertatlou, tenn papers, rraumn, &npllkloll31·31111,

SUCCESS MOTIVATION INSTITVTE Leadership
course. v, below wholesale cost. This prestigious self·
paced course might conceivable double your income.
Call294-3982 for information.
6/2.8
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. Government? Get the facti today! Cali 1·312·
7112
742-1142 Ext. 9340·A.
DIAMOND BACK RJOGE Runner Mountain Bike.
6/21
5375.00. Caii266·14S7.
1980 VW RABBIT Diesel, New engine. brakes, tires.
Sunroof, am•fm, 50mpg. $3150.00. 877·7639. 6/2.8
IIOME TERNINAL, VSPC or UNIX. Complete
commodore system $400.00 or D.O. Dave 255·3827.
6121
1971 CHEVY VEGA ·60,000 miles· $1,000,00. In
good shape. Automatic, power steering. 884-6564 or
255·1661 (Don),
6128
1982 IIONDA CB450T Hawk, black, 4500 miles. In
great shape, Asking $1400, Call Tom T. at 255-1262
or 298·7678.
6/21
REALLY GOOD TRANSPORTATION. Oldsmobile
Cutlass 4 door, new tires, am-fm stereo, 8·track,
power steering, power brakes, $875.00, 243·1567
evenings.
6/28
IIUNDREDS CLASSICAL, FOLK, Jau Records,
exc:fllent condition, $2-4 each265-6264,
6/28

Housing

1/13
JIOUSE CLEANING. EFfiCIENT and thorouah
housecleaning done on a weekly basis. Call Donna
268-4892.
6/7
WORD PROCESSING - PAPERS, Resumes, etc.
APA. MLA, Chlcaso Formats. Call Jim 255·2150.

IJOMEOWNER WANTS FEMALE to share 3 bdrm,

1~ bath, fully furnished house, with dishwasher, on
Monroe NE near tampus. $225/rno. plus ~ utllitlcs,
Occupancy by July 1. Call266-9182
6/28
SPORESS l BEDROOM apanments furnished,
unfurnlsh~. Near UNM and Due. Utilities pald,

7126

Come Square Dance!

DOMINO'S II
PIZZA
I
I
DELIVERS™ I
I
FREE.
I

262-1662

3920 Central S.E.

professionally cleaned, paint~. Adults only 266·
8541.
7/19
FURNISHED ROOM WITH private bath and en·
trance In victorian home. Newly r~ecorated, bright
and sunny, Includes ali utilities, laundry, maid. Low
move-in costs. Ten minutes from campus.
$250.00/mo. 247-4567,
6/21
FOR RENT. ONE bedroom apartment. UNM area,
Private parking. $140.00 per month. Inquire 2666872,
6/21
HOUSEMATE WANTED. WONDERFUL two
bedroom house near Law School and UNM golf
course prefer vegitarian, nonsmoker. Utilities paid.
$210.00/mo. 256-0316. 1344 Lobo NE.
6/21
WALK TO UNM, Large, clean IBdrm apt. $250.00
per month. Gas, furn, Sorry No Pets or Children.
Call293-1070afler5 pm.
6/28
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share large
four Bdr house I 'n miles from campus 125/mo. Call
6/21
268-4892.
WANTED ROOMMATE TO share two bedroom
Apt, Carlisle - Camanche area, 192.00/ month, in·
eludes utilities, ISO DD. 881-6254, 345·1211.
6/28
HOUSE FOR SALE in UNM area. One 3BR at
$66,000, and large 4BR for $133,000. Call E. Murphy
at266-2042 or 881-7470. l:looten Stahl Realtors.
6/21
'JWO ROOMS FOR rent, Each is $125.00 per month.
Large 3·BDR house near UNM. Call Bill at 255·6033.
6/21
lOR APARTMENT !1BK from campus. Furnished,
air· conditioned, utilities paid. 823·2240.
6/28
FURNISHED NEAR UNM and TV! one bedroom
$185.00. Efficiency. SIS5.00. Includes gas and water,
1410 Central SB. Manager Apartment #8,
6/28
NEWJ,Y REHAB, ONE bedroom house with
basement. Well Insulated. Great garden, $26,900.
842·6126.
6128
THE CITA-DEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to 5370. All utilities paid. Delu~e
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
co~ples, no pets. 1520 Unieerlit NE. 243-2494.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security Jocks add laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
tfn
evening, 266-8392,

(505) 268·9738

AlbuquerQue. NM 87106

M

I

Makers of Han~made
Indian Jewelry

WANTED: RIDE TO S.F. Bay area. Week of 30
July, return 15 Aug. John Golden. 265·8046.
6/21
WANTED RIDE TO New England, Personable
woman. Now, share expenses. 505·776-2608.
6/21

Miscellaneous
OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM laudably altempts to
enhance the latent and manifest potentialities of each
student's strivings for self actualization. Instructing is
one of the noblest forms of art. Without instructors,·
-without these creative individuals, our society would
suffer a great loss, We owe an unmeasurable debt of
gratitude to all instructors whose hopes for a better
society and world are express~ In their honest trials
and errors of trying to inspire students to be the best
that they can be. in this best is the altruistic com·
ponent that this society cannot survive without. There
are many teachers (not excluding teachers aids and
student teachers), who give unselfishly of their
energies because of their heart render~ concerns for
each student's well·being, I know. I speak for many
when I say that you are ail very much appreciat~.
Herb lluckland.
6121
A MALE KITTEN IS going free to an appropriate
house or l'm taking him to a Chinese Rest11urant. Call
6/28
271·7528 and ask for Kristie.
CERAMICS· NEW 4 week crash course in handmade
clay. M·F July 2·27, course call no. 02176 see Art
Dept for detail!.
6/28
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students,
Inquire about affordable and reputa\lle car,
homeowners, renters, life, and health insur!lllce, No
pressure or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292·
0511 (days and evenings),
8/13
LEARN LANO SAILING. Simple, safe, and fun.
For information call, Don 266-1457 or Ron 881-2113.
6128
DOGLADY TEACHES YOU to train your dog good
manners. 255·9421.
6/21

·-------------,
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Ha~a~

1
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1
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1
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t.-2 bill. s, cl Cenrrol
2~Jo1n

2 slices cheese pizza,
lg. soft drink $1.99 with this ad

EXPIRES: July 15, 1984

®

262-1662
3920 Central S. E.

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

TAKE NOTE.

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
131 Marron Hall•277-5656
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
51 Flank
. 52 All over

1 Trainee
6 Buttinsky
10 Egyptian
14 "A Bell
for-"
15ltalian river
16- breve
17 Refresh
18 U.S. park
19 Scorch
20 Snafus
22 Persistent
24- -Carlo
Menotti
26 Testifies:
arch.
27 Prompted
31 Bearing
32 Surprise
33 Thin mortar
35 Doctorate
38 Agreeable
39 Trickles
40 Insect
41 Consumed
42 Wooded area
43 Precipitation
44 Turmeric
45 Weaken
47 Shrieks

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

54 Cane
58 Flower
59 Pol source
61 Ridicule
62"- - a
dream"
63 Asian nation
64 Bar legally
65 Departed
66 Highlander
67 Features
DOWN
1 Vehicles
2 Asian gulf
3 US editor
4 Get going
5 Tug cable
6 La - , Mex.
7 Mr. Ambler
8 Halrnet
9 Auto bodies
10 Kind of bean
11 N.Y. city
12 Jet or STOL
13 Baked Items
21 Unhappy
23 Saliva
25 African

1

1

I1

I
I

1----~.4!!!!!!W'--~...-.----.J

ENGINEERS

ACROSS

I
I

·~·
~~!!\

I
Hours:
H am~ 1 am Sun.~Thurs. I
11 am 2 am Fri. & Sat.
I

Wlragon

Travel

1 slice cheese pizza,
salad, lg. soft drink
S1.99 wlthlhllad

Oeglnoen Welcome-No Porrn.n l'eqUkftf
Wogan Wheels Square Donee Club

I
I

c;ov-ered

FOUND KRYPTONITE BICYCLE lock key by
Student Health Center, Pick up at Marron Hall in
room 131.
6/28

R
0
1
~/l~::..~~ttWroll R 2 & 3 year Army ROTC scholarship.s. worth up
1
1 to $7,000 will be available to quahf1ed apph- T
I
.J Mcants. Interested? Call Capt. Bolton 831-1111
L---~==---=---~- Y
x278 or 279.
C
• a eoHage lndu1try •

UmH.cl Delivery Area
Offtr good 11 all Albuquerque •tor••
One coupon per pizza
Coupon also good lor carry-out

STOLEN BIKE $50,00 reward. Columbia red 10.
spe~ trail(ATC) bike, serial N 40180299 call 243·
8392,
6121

~~ifTt~7.!~:l:
A
1:~~~~~
SE
I

2424 Garf1eld Avenue SE

1

Lost&Found

OLDTOWN

Bright Future Futon Company

Get $1 50 off any 16 Dommos P1zza 1 '

==-=:-:-::-::--o-::::-=-:-:----:------::--.::,6/21
THE DAILY LOBO has opening now for student
with ability to qualify for work-study in Fail. Work in
Business Office. Prefer accounting major. Light
7/28
typing, answer phone. 211-5656.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, WOULD you like a
business of your own? You do not need an office to
start. Up to 1500.00 per month or more. Phone
Braden's 281-2332.
6/28
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE AT UNM looking for
full-time child care for 6 month old son. Must be
nurturing, loving environment, 242..0327 evenings
and weekends.
6/21
IT'S 19114 CAN you afford to be a Bystander? Help
shape the politics of the 1980's. Join the League of
Conservation Voters In electing environmental
legislators. We can't survive four more years of
Reagan. $150.$200/wcek. Call 268-9485, between
10am-2pm.
7/12
PART TIME;: 12· IS hours/week, Evenings, car and
phone required. 6 openings. 3.50/hour. Leave name
and phone number, 265-5358.
6/21
WORK·STUDY QUALIFIED student for summer
library work. Top work-study pay rate. Call 277·
2351. Ask for Bob or Susan,
7/21
DO YOU NEED summer work that pays good? Take
pictures at sporting events. 20.25hr/wk evenings &
weekends. 243-6741.
7/5
POLISH CARS· EARN SIOO dllilyl N Larson, 8576
Mesa dr., Sandy, Utah 84092.
115
BABYSITTER WANTED 5
year old boy.
Approximately 9 to 3 Monday, Wednesday, Thursday. Leave name and number with answering
machine. Cali 266-4424,
6/21
GOVERNMENT JOBS. S16,559·S50,SS3/year. Now
hiring, your area. Caill-805.687-6000 Ext. R-9786.
8/23

Employment

On the Mall
In front of Zimmerman Library
Every Thursday Night
7:00-9:00 p.m.

$1.50 Off

A DATE; WITH a Playboy Playmatell! Well, we
can't offer thM but we can offer an orientation flight
in a Navy Aircraft to qualified students who are
interested in aoawiation career. Cali l-800-354-9627.

27 Frog genus
28 Give off
29Weapon
30 Goifshot
34 Unbolts
35Common
man
36 Foot part
37 Fruit
39 Theatrical
40 Swiftest
42 Of the earth
43-Calms down

44 Be sorry

46 Tree
47Trlfle
48 Opted
49Copal
50 Frighten
53 Epochal
55 British
"so long"
56 Hebrew lyre
57 Fiber knots
60 Minn.'s
neighbor

